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     Abstract -- To avoid threats from underwater Mines and Torpedoes a naval ship must produce very low acoustic and 

magnetic signatures. Most of these signatures are at very low frequencies; this makes designing data acquisition system 

for measuring acoustic and magnetic signatures very complex. This paper describes the way of designing data acquisition 

systems with nominal analog circuit.A complete six channel data acquisition system utilizing FPGA as a main processing 

element has been designed and realized. A soft-core processor (Microblaze) used to control the sampling rates, serial 

programming of ADC, enabling and disabling the filters (bypassing), and data acquisition from each channel. Finally a 

RS232 based debug module implemented in FPGA to debug application software and also uploading data from NAND 

flash and the total hardware realized using Spartan3 device. 

      Keywords: DAS-Data Acquisition System, EDK-Embedded Development Kit, FPGA-Field Programmable Gate 

Array, PLL-Phase Locked Loop, SPI-Serial Peripheral Interface. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Underwater Technology Laboratory is actively researching several topics associated with the deployment of 

high technology systems beneath the surface of the ocean. The goal is to support the development of such 

systems for deployment by the oceanographic and industrial community and also to advance the state-of-the-art 

of underwater engineering globally. These include target detections, target imaging, proud and buried target 

detections and classifications using structural clues. To determine the limitations that a fluctuating environment 

places on these target detection methods, a data acquisition system was developed [1].  

 

Data acquisition is the process of measuring quantities in the analog domain and converting it into the digital 

stream.DAS consists of the following input and processes. 

 Signal Conditioning 

 Data Conversion 

 Data Processing 

 Multiplexing 

 Data handling with associated transmission 

 Display and Storage 

 

This paper mainly concentrated on Data processing and data handling with associated transmission. A soft-core 

processor is a dynamically re-configurable processing core (on an FPGA). When the source of a soft-core is 

available, it is extremely easy to adapt this core to the designer’s own needs and wishes. Extra peripherals like 

UARTs can be added or removed easily. 

 

II. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS 

 The proposed work has been developed using the following environments as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Development Tools 

 

Platform 

ISE Design suite13.1, MAT 

lab 

Language Virolog HDL,C 

Target Device Spartan 3 FPGA Device 
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III. DESIGN  ASPECTS 

In this section we present a detailed description of the designed system together with the measured relevant   

performances namely, 

 Clock Management 

 SPI Communication 

 ADC Interfacing 

 Filter Designing 

 Memory Mapping 

 Figure.1 shows the block diagram of the data acquisition system using soft-core processor with FPGA as  main 

processing element and describes in two sections 

 Analog Section 

 Digital Section 
 

 

 
                                    Fig.1.Block diagram of multichannel DAS using Softcore processor 

 

A. CLOCK MANAGEMENT 

PLL is used to synthesize new frequencies which are a multiple of a reference frequency, with the same stability 

as the reference frequency. PLL IP cores are used for generating clock signals. It takes the FPGA input clock as 

the reference frequency and generates required frequencies for each module.Figure.2 shows the RTL Schematic 

of PLL IP core instantiations and simulated result is shown in Fig.3. 

 

B.  SPI COMMUNICATION  

SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) bus, which is commonly used for communication between integrated circuits or 

sensors. SPI is a synchronous serial data link that operates in full duplex. Devices communicate using a 

master/slave protocol (shown in Fig.4), in which the master starts the data frame. When the master generates a 

clock then selects a slave device, data may be transferred in either or both directions simultaneously [3]. 

 

The TLC2578 ADC requires a falling clock edge while the chip select pin is in the high state in order to release 

the output data. This requirement can be satisfied by writing to a second device on the serial bus, while holding 

the ADC’s chip select pin high [4].ADC in conjunction with the DAC, creating a complete data acquisition 

system and simulation result is shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig.2. Generation of PLL 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Simulation of PLL clock 

 
 

Fig.4.SPI Communication 

 

     

 

C. ADC INTERFACING  

Sigma-delta (ΣΔ) ADCs are inherently oversampling converters, and the resulting relaxation in the baseband ant 

aliasing filter requirements. The 16bit ADS1606 ADC is controlled by an external clock signal to be applied to 

the CLK input pin. For any high-speed data converter, a high quality clock is essential for optimum 

performance. Data retrieval is controlled through a simple parallel interface. The falling edge of the DRDY 

output indicates available data.Figure.6 shows us the simulation of 16bit ADC. 
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Fig .5.Simulation of  TLC2578  ADC 

 

 
 

Fig.6. Simulation result of ADS1606 ADC 

 

D. FILTER DESIGNING 

Analog section of DAS comprises magnetic, seismic, acoustic, ELFE and depth sensors. Preconditioning 

circuits of these are already incorporated in the hardware [7]. The present invention relates generally to low 

power, relatively high speed (e.g., with sample rates of roughly 200 kilo samples per second (KSPS)) data 

acquisition circuitry, especially to multi-channel data acquisition circuitry that includes SAR ADCs.The sensor 

outputs fed to pre-amplifier circuit for preconditioning and followed by a  low pass anti aliasing filters. 

Magnitude and Phase responses of FIR low pass filters are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.Magnitude response 
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Fig.8.Phase response 
 

E. MEMORY MAPPING 

 Memory Mapped I/O is a method of performing input/output between the processor and devices. A soft-core 

embedded processor Microblaze is used as a host processor. The Microblaze is a soft processor core designed 

for Xilinx FPGAs. The Embedded development kit [5], [6] is used to implement hardware design consisting IP 

cores and a Microblaze Soft Processor. The DAS design is implemented by writing the ADC logic in EDK 

software application to run on the Microblaze processor. The software application controls the functionality of 

different IP cores added to the processor. The main features of this Microblaze processor on FPGA are user 

interface and shared memory [5]. 

 

i)  User Interface 

The physical interface between FPGA and ADC is made through UART. A timer peripheral IP is added to  

allow the processor to measure time delays. A delay function will be used to create the required signal timing 

for the ADC interface.Figure.9 shows the memory / bus interface. 

 
 

Fig.9 .Memory /Bus Interface 

 

ii) Shared Memory 

A Dual Port Block Random Access Memory (DP-BRAM) is the memory used to store the values of coefficients 

computed by Microblaze processor. Block RAM (BRAM) IP Block and XPS BRAM Controller IP are added to 

the Microblaze system to implement Dual Port BRAM. Memory sharing using micro blaze is shown in Fig.10.  
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Fig.10.Shared Memory 
 

IV. PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS 

Xilinx released its Embedded Development Kit (EDK) software to easily modify the Micro Blaze core. Extra 

peripherals like UART, SPI controllers or other IP cores can be easily configured using EDK. It also offers the 

capability of generating an ASIC design out of the Micro Blaze FPGA design. Xilinx Platform Studio and a set 

of IP cores those are required for developing embedded systems using Micro Blaze Processor.Figure.11 shows 

us how an EDK can configure and generate required design.  

       

 
Fig.11.EDK Tool Flow Diagram 

After implementing the Microblaze processor C programming language is used for develop software 

application. The software application controls the functionality of different IP cores added to the processor. The 

protocol includes sending of commands NAND flash, reading NAND ID, writing reading data from NAND 

flash memory. A verilog HDL coding is used to program NAND flash and memory modules. A RS232 based 

debug module implemented in FPGA to debug application software and also uploading data from NAND flash. 

A hyper terminal is created to get results from host processor.Figure.13 shows the performance of the data 

acquisition system with a nominal analog circuit. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 This design is purely hardware oriented and hence used to develop a single chip which can be used widely for 

data acquisition, data storage and data transmission applications. In this paper, we have implemented different 

modules like PLL clocking, soft core processor implementation; filter designing and NAND flash modules. It is 
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obvious that the simple implementation cannot compete with state of the art of integrated solutions. The 

disadvantages arises from circuit form factor introducing higher parasitic effects and overall design simplicity. 

        
Fig.12.Flowchart 

 

 

Fig.13.NAND Flash Result 
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